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Abstract: Air India, the prestige of Tatas has the history dates to 1930s. The Air India was founded about 90 years ago as Tata Airlines and first 

ride was taken by the founder himself, J. R. D. Tata from Karachi to Bombay. The journey of Air India is an emotional rather than commercial. 

The Air India was nationalized by Government of India decades ago, but its progress under national entity is limited only for few decades. When 

the private carriers came into the field, and because of maintenance with respect to operations and human resource, the Air India was treated to 

be not only a company with loss, but also as a burdened national entity. In the process of disinvestment by Government of India, the Air India 

has arrived back at the Tata’s group. In this paper, a case study of Air India was presented covering all major milestones and inferences are 

presented. 
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1   INTRODUCTION 

In the worldwide, 1903 was the year, when Wright siblings fled plane of the world. Around 28 years after the fact, on 15 th 

October 1932, JRD Tata fled Air India plane from Karachi to Mumbai. Its name was Tata Airlines around then. In 1946, Tata 

Airlines was change name as Air India and covert into a public ltd company. Govt. purchased 49% portions. Simultaneously JRD 

Tata began Air India International. Indian the govt. Govt has passed the act for airlines i.e., air corporation act and bought a larger 

part stake in Air India in 1953.  

Air India got nationalized. The govt. blended 8 homegrown airlines companies in one airline [1]. Tata was held as executive, 

a place that he held until 1978. In 1946, mascot of Airlines Maharajah was conceptualized by the Commercial Director of airlines 

'Bobby Kooka'. Throughout the long term, Maharaja is portrayed in different societies and nations. In 2007, both the airlines bore 

misfortunes worth Rs. 5.41 billion individually. By 2020 March 31st, Air India has gathered misfortunes of over Rs 700 billion 

altogether. This weight continued to expand consistently. At last, on 2021 October 8th, the govt. of India effectively offered off this 

airline to Tata for Rs. 180 billion. The aircrafts have gotten back to their unique proprietors once more [2]. 

 

2   TIMELINE OF AIR INDIA 

1932: Air India was laid out by JRD TATA 

1938: The airline was renamed as Tata Airlines and extended globally for first time. 

1946: Tata Airlines was renamed as Air India and mascot of Air India was conceptualized. 

1948: The govt. took 49% stake in the transporter. 

1953: Air India got nationalized by passing Air Corporation Act. 

1960: Air India began utilizing jets with the presentation of the Boeing 707-420 airplanes. 

1962: Air India turned into the world's most memorable all-fly carriers. 

1970: Air India moves its workplaces to downtown Bombay. 

1971: The carrier took conveyance of its most memorable Boeing 747-200B named Emperor Ashoka. 

1986: Airline takes conveyance of the Airbus A310-300 and turns into the biggest administrator of this kind of airplane. 

1988: The organization begins utilizing two Boeing 747-300Ms in a blended traveler freight design. 

1990: Airline enters the Guinness Book of World Records for the many people emptied by a common carrier. 

1997: Air India launches its website, www.airlindia.com, a significant worldwide union ties Air India and Air France. 

1999: Air India opens its devoted Terminal 2-C at the Chhatrapathi Shivaji Worldwide Air terminal in Mumbai. 

2021: The government sold off the Air India to Tata and company 

2001: Air India launches its Frequent Flyer program for the Canada, UK and USA courses. 

2003; Air India dedicates a few unique flights to Kuwait, determined to evacuate Indian residents from Iraq. 

2007: Loss for Air India and Indian airlines were Rs. 7.7 billion. 

2020: Air India and Indian carriers bore loss of Rs. 700 billion. 

2021: Indian govt. sold off the Air India to Tata  

 

3   WHY AIR INDIA FAILED? 

Air India and Indian Airlines bore losses worth Rs. 5.41 billion and Rs. 2.31 billion separately in 2007. The government then 

chose to combine both the carriers into one, trusting that losses would stop [3]. However, all things considered, this joined 

organization, A portion of the reasons are very straight forward, and truth based. 
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Before the consolidation occurred, the public authority had procured a huge armada of airlines of different particulars and sizes 

and its expense about Rs. 440 billion, essentially government bought new planes, Furthermore, the costs on the additionally 

expanded. In forthcoming years, some more terrible choice was made by the govt of India. The income from the travelers was 

diminishing step by step on the grounds that the traveler has choices to fly via the new international airlines. So, Air India chose 

to start additional trips on new international routes anticipating that more travelers should fly Air India. In any case, the new 

international routes ended up being misfortune making [4][5]. 

Aside from that, it is said that Air India employed inordinate team individual from compelling reason need, prompting be the 

wastage of much more cash [6][7]. 

The organization began employing individuals without appropriate screening prompting an expansion in costs and fall in 

principles. At the point when the norms of In-flight benefits began falling, the travelers, began checking Aircrafts out [8]. 

In the following couple of many years, there were even conflicts between the public authority and Air India the executives. 

For instance, by 2007, the govt burned through million on various advertisement having aggressive marketing strategy for Air 

India. Even though the administration accepted cap cash caught not be burned through on it around then when airline was 

financially bleeding. 

 

4   PRIVATISATION V/S NATIONALISATION 

 

“I would try to bring the conversation to economics, nationalization, bureaucracy, he was not only not interested but he wasn’t 

willing even to talk. The moment I began something, he’d turn around and look out of the window. I got the message. 

                                                                                                                                --- J.R.D. Tata 

 

Nationalization of Air India was extremely dampening occasion for JRD Tata. Former Prime Minister Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru 

and Tata were good friends. Nehru generally energized logical advancement in the nation and was exceptionally glad to perceive 

how Air India had changed common flying and JRD Tata likewise respected Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru a ton, yet where the public 

authority passed the act for airlines, Air Corporation Act, 1953 through which Air India got under the act, JRD Tata considered it 

to be a selling out. He plainly contradicted Pandit Nehru's choice [9]. 

An extremely impressive contention inclining toward privatization. Since Air India was a govt organization, meaning a 

definitive power of direction was for certain legislators, and some administration officials and they didn't have a lot of information 

about airline industry that which airline need to purchase? What number of airlines need to purchase? They couldn't pursue the 

ideal choices since they needed information and they didn't have a lot of involvement and neither did they have the inspiration to 

go with the ideal choice and because it frequently said for an administration occupation that once one land the position, he is set 

for life paying little mind to how he functions. When contrasted with a confidential work, where one needs to work appropriately 

to dazzle the manager to push forward in profession and benefit inspiration generally present in confidential work [10][11]. So 

how should Air India find true success? 

It was the widely popular carrier, thought about one of the most outstanding aircraft on the planet. Even though it was a 

nationalized carrier. Maybe because the top administration was functioning admirably and was spurred. JRD Tata was taking care 

of it without anyone else, who established the carrier. Maybe that is the reason Air India's story is about ill-advised administration 

and terrible dynamic which should be visible in a privately owned business as well as a public sector [12][13]. 

 

5   RE-PRIVATISATION – MAHARAJAH BACK TO HOME 

In 2020, Air India had collected losses of over Rs. 700 billion altogether. This weight continued to build consistently to the 

degree that the public authority found it progressively hard to sell this carrier.  

This decision is viewed as a major celebration since airlines have gotten back to their unique proprietors once more, The 

Tatas. Possibly time can determine whether Air India could by and by turn into an effective carrier after this choice. Regardless of 

whether it could reproduce its personality. In any case, we can let one know thing toward the end, that if we take a gander at the 

best airlines in this present reality routes and a lot more in this considerable show, you will find nationalized aircrafts those aircrafts 

constrained by the legislatures. Then again, you will track down confidential aircrafts too like Japan Aviation route and Lufthansa 

and Japan Air. It doesn't have an effect if airline is possessed by the public authority or secretly. Eventually, it is about good 

decision-making and good management. 

 

6   CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, a case study of Air India is presented. Air India is now a part of conglomerate under the leadership of Tata sons. 

Tata Sons Chairman N Chandrasekaran hopes that the Air India will swing back as most technologically advanced airline globally. 

He also reiterated that the past glory of the “Maharaja Hospitality” of Air India that defined the Indian hospitality to the global 

world would be brought back. If the expectations of Tata Sons are met, the story of Air India will be a lesson to every organization 

worldwide. 
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